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Program
Logic

Dev·ices
ERNEST MEYER

The new reconfigurable logic devices
revolutionize the design of logic systems --
IF YOUR PROJECT DESIGNS USE 7400-SERIES

discrete components for random-log
ic or sta te-machine co ntro l, you' ll
probably find that you ca n simplify
both the design and the asse mbly by
merel y su bs tituti ng Programm abl e
Logic Devices (PL D's) for the 7400
series hard ware.

Programmable logic devices con
tain ga tes and flip- flops, ju st like reg
ular7400-series lC's . However, in the
7400 series, whic h is often considered
to be standa rd parts, the gates and
flip-flops are wired together in fixed
co nfig urations . On the other hand ,
PLD's are n ' t hard -wired ; in st ead ,
they co nta in sma ll fuses th at a re
blown or left open to connect thei r
interna l ga tes and flip-flops in any
neede d con figura tion.

A PLD's fuses are simi lar to those
used in PR OM's (P rogra mma b le
Read -O nly Me mories ), EPRO M's
(Erasab le PROM's), and EEPROMs
(Electrica lly Erasable PROM 's). Usu
ally, the fuse is blown by address ing
the location and applying a high- volt-

age pul se (12-30 volts, depending on
the dev ice) across the fuse while the
IC is in its programming mode . Most
standard PROM programmers can be
used to co nfigure PLD 's.

Erasable PLD's (l ike EPROM's
and EEPROM 's) can be wiped clean
and re programmed-altho ug h th e
wiping is actually a way of bypassing
the blown fuses . In that way, hob
byists can reuse a single PLD for a
variety of projects or applications .

Circuit designers have tradi tionally
used PLD' s for logic functions that
are not genera lly available in standard
off-the-she lf components . If not for
PLD's, a la rge nu mbe r of co n
ventio na l IC's wou ld otherwise be re
quired to perform a relatively simp le
non-standard logic task .

A lot for a little
Because they provide the circuit de 

signer with an enormous array of user
program mable fuses, rece nt PLD de
signs can substi tute for dozen s of
standard parts . Typi cally, a PLD can

replace about a half-dozen standard
parts , although the exac t number of
required PLD's depends on the actual
circu it. Without PLD's , the increased
numbe r of parts increases the size of
the circ uit board , which in turn lowers
the sys tem reliability while increasing
the sys tem's cos t.

Because a single PLD replaces a
variety of standard parts, manufac
turers also prefer them to standard
parts because inventory is mini
mized- the number of different IC' s
which must be stocked is sharply re
duced . Also , the integrat ion of dis
crete parts into a single device put s all
the wiri ng inside an IC rather than on
the circ uit board , which means that
the board 's design is simpler and the
logic can run faster.

Programmable logic is therefore an
excellent choice in systems where
board size , board co mplexity, system
reliability, inventory considerations,
or speed is important. Even if no sin
gle factor is cruc ial, their combined
weight ca n easi ly swing the balance
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METAL 1
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FIG.1-THE METAL LAYERS on two-level
chips are insulated by a layer of Si02 (a).
The first programmable Ie (b) provided 64
cross-points (fuses) .

over, as features get smaller, the tran
sistors are packed mo re den sel y;
hence , the devices can work faster.

The bared silicon can be treated in
various ways. For example, the sil
icon can also be treated to recast the
crys talli ne structure into an amo r
phous form called polysilicon, which
conducts electricity and therefore can
be used to form wires. Single-level
metal chips use polysilicon wires to
cross under the metal wires at inter
sectio n points. However, polys ilicon
conducts electricity over a hundred
times worse than meta l, which sub
stantially degra des performance.

The wafer is heated after the ap
plication of each wiring level, which
causes the silicon on the surface to
oxidize. Since the resultant SiOz is
more bulky than crystalline silicon,
the oxide blooms over any raised fea
tures (such as previously deposited
metal lines) during oxidization. Since
SiOz does not conduct electricity, it
forms an insulating sheet a few mi
crons thick over the entire wafer sur
face . Th e oxide can again be
se lectively etched: Ph otoresist is
again applied to the wafer, selectively
etched away again, and the wafer is
exposed to chemicals that attack the
SiOz (but not the pure Silicon) at the
chosen feature locations . Further

Several levels
The transistors on the chip are

wired together with depos ited strips
or spots. The various layers are con
nected by ho les (called contacts)
through the SiOz layers. Although up
to three levels of meta l can be used,
the metallization process is expen
sive, and so Ie's are mostly made
with two, or even only one, metal
level. A cross section of a chip with
two-level metal construction is shown
in Fig. I-a.

To make the first fuse-programma
ble chip, as shown in Fig. l-b, eight
12-micron wide horizontal lines were
deposited in first-level metal over the
bare silicon substrate. The wafer was
then heated up to cover the metal with
the insulating SiOz. After applying
photoresist , sixty four very small
holes (five microns in diameter) were
etched into the insulator in eight rows
over the first-level meta l. The contacts
could be much smaller than the first
level metal because they just needed
to touch the edge of the metal line to
provide a co nduct ing path. (Small
contacts were necessary for program
mable technology, but such contacts
greatly reduced the reliability of the
device .)

Next , photoresist was applied again
to the wafer, and aluminum was de
posited in the holes (or contacts). An
other eight metal lines were deposited
in second-level metal, but those were
stacked in the vertical direction,
crossing over first-level metal at each
contact site. The final product was
therefore an 8 x 8 grid having a very
small alumin um contact between
each metal -l/metal-2 crosspoint.

Altho ugh the contacts-called
fuses-are made as wide as the wires
in standard silicon chips, they are nar
rower than the wires in programmable
logic chips. The interconnecting alu
minum is burned away (blown) by ap
plying a very large current across the
fuse connection. At lower voltage lev
els, the fuses that have not been burnt
away conduct normally. That is why
the metal lines were made so wide and
the contacts so small- they had to be
made larger than the contacts so that
the contacts and not the metal lines
would burn away.

layers can be grown on top of the
resultant planarized wafer to form a
sandwich-like structure, with SiOz as
the "bread," and metal or doped sil
icon as the "meat."

METAL 2

CONTACT Si02 INSULATORMETAL 2

Programmable logic technology
To understand how fuse technology

works, we must look at the techniques
used for fabricating integrated cir
cuits. Silicon processing, as it is
ca lled, is very co mplicated; but a
quick-a nd-dirty description will make
it a little easier to,understand.

To make a silicon-based chip, waf
ers of silicon crystal are first pro
cessed to make tr an si stors . Th e
silicon crysta l itself does not really
conduct electricity at all. The tran
sistors are created by doping selected
regions of the silicon with phosphorus
or arsenic, and metal lines deposited
on the wafer connect the transistor
sites. The transistors and metal lines
are called features.

Simply speaking, each feature is
formed on the crystal at the selected
locations by spraying a light-sensitive
protect ive chemical, ca lle d pho
toresist, in a thin, even coati ng on the
wafer's surface. The wafer is the n
bombarded with light at selected lo
cations through a precise slide proj
ector. The slide projector (called an
optical aligner) uses a very small
slide, called a mask, to screen out the
light where it isn't wanted. The chem
ical decays where the light strikes the
photoresist-covered wafer, and is sim
ply washed off, leaving bare silicon at
selected locations.

~ The precision of the optical aligner
z determines how -fine a feature can be
~ made. Inthe early 1970 's , it was diffi
t5 cult to make transistors smaller than
~ 10 microns, Now, transistors can be
w
6 less than a micron in size, meaning
is the same-size chip can hold more than
«
c: 100 times as many transistors. More-

toward a clean and simple PLD desig n
rather than a large composite of stan
dard parts.

Even so, as we will show, some
standard parts are so complex they
don't fit very well into a programma
ble logic architecture. To resolve the
problem of com plexity, there is now
under development hybrid PLD 's that
contain many large sta ndard-logic
funct ions combined with a program
mable logic array.

Since the proliferation of differe nt
logic arc hitectures will inevit ab ly
bring PLD 's into common use by both
the hobbyi st and the professional , we
will look at the extraordinary develop
ment of complex reconfig ura ble
PLD 's, and examine their diverse ca-

--pabilities.,------------......
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FIG. 3-THE FIRST COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE FPLA was a single-level device having
approximately 2,000 fuses.
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stitute a truth table for a PROM pro
grammed (blow n) w ith th e fuse
pattern shown in Fig. 2

Con vention all y, PROM 's are re
garded as programmable mem ories;
however, the devices can obviously be
used for logic as well. For example ,
logic equations can be written for the
above device as follows:

OUTa = INa and NOT-IN l
OUT l = NOT-INa and IN l
OUT2 = (NOT-INa and NOT-IN l) OR

(INa and IN I)

Obviously, OUT2 is a genuine XOR

(exclusive -on) of INa and IN l : That
may seem like a very clumsy way of
making a simple gate, but by expand
ing the size of the array very complex
logic terms can be created .- In par
ticul ar, that kind of architec ture is
very good for bus-d ecoding func 
tions . For example, if an 8-bit-wi de
bus must be decoded in six different
ways to provide six enable signals in a

FIXED ANO PLANE
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FIG. 2-IN THE EARLIEST FUSE-PRO
GRAMMABLE device, the AND plane was
fixed; only the OR plane was programmed.

TABLE 1

IN 1 INa OUT2 OUT1 OUTo

0 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 0 1
1 0 0 1 0
1 1 1 0 0

The PROM
Th e ea rl iest fuse-progra mmable

device was the PROM . As shown in
Fig. 2, PROM input log ic (the AND

plane) is fixed, while the output logic
(the O R plane) is programmable. The
upper non- fu sed fixed-wire matrix
feeds a set of AND gates . In the fixed
AND array, the output of anyone co l
umn is high only if all the connected
inputs to the co lumn are high . In
PROM 's , the fixed AND array provides
one and on ly one high output for eac h
possible condi tion that can exist on
the inputs. The non-fused matrix is
ca lled a fixed AND plane.

The lower matri x is fuse-program
mable . Simply speaking, each of the
wiring rows feed s into a single enor
mous OR gate . That description is a
simplification , of course, but it is ade
quate for our purpose .

Early PLD's
The earliest programmable ch ip is

the one shown in Fig. lob; it contained '
noth ing more than a fuse matrix and a
wire gr id . The crosses represe nt fuses
that can be blown or left ope n.

The PLD pioneers were quick to
stac k transistors around the metal grid
to make true progra mmable devices .
Also, nich rome (nickel-c hro mium)
fuses were used instead of contacts . In
tha t k ind of programmable tech 
nology, regular co ntac ts are run from
the lower metal to the upper metal
layer; those contacts miss the actual
wire intersec tion point by 3 microns.
A 3-micrOli strip of nichrome com
pound is then deposited laterally to
connec t the contact site to the seco nd- The OR gate is set so that the output

- leve l-metal-strip.-Because·of-its-Iower- - js-high-if-any-connected input to the
mel tin g poin t , nich rom e fuses out fuse row is high , a configuration that
more cleanly than aluminum; in fact, is called a programmable OR plane. If
the nich rome actually vaporizes dur- the only fuses left connected in Fig. 2
ing fuse programming. Therefore , a are those indicated b) a circled- X ,

lower pro g rammin g vo ltage is the ones and zeros in Table I con-
needed , whic h mea ns that less power
needs to be put into the chip. That
simplifies programming while mak
ing the devices more reli able. Also ,
the metal lines are not much wider
than the fuses the mselves, which al
lows a greater den sity.
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FIG. 4-IT'S EASY TO IMPLEMENT COM-
- Pl£ X log ic functions in an FPLA. As

show n, t he functions previou s ly de
scr ibed for a PROM can also be mapped
direct ly into an FPLA's architecture.

complex digital system (like a com
puter), one 16-pin device can replace
at least a half-dozen IC 's .

Since each possible input combina
tion has a corresponding unique input
to the fuse array, the fixed ANDarray in
the above device is termed a full de
coder. Of course, decoders can be
constructed from simple logic gates in
many ways, but we have depicted the
logic structure in an array fashion to
show how the AND gates them selves
can be made part of an array struc ture.

PROM 's are useful as memory
components . When used as a memo
ry, each input combination (on the left
of Table I) is considered an address.
Similarly, the output resulting from
any particular input combination (on
the right of Table I) is considered the
data at that address . In that way, fuse
programmable ROM 's provide the de
signer with a fast , static, long-term
storage medium for fi xed-data ap
plications . However, even though
PROM's are ideal for fixed memory,
and even though they can be used for
logic , they are not very efficient be
cause they always contain a full de
coder, which isn 't always need ed.

The full decoder incre ases the size
of the fuse array, whi ch restri cts the
number of possible input co nnec 
tions. To understand that , consider
how two signa ls have four full y-de
coded conditions, and three sig nals
have eight fully- decoded conditions :
Since every input is fully dec oded in a
PROM , each additional input doubles
the number of fuses required . In a

PROM , the total fuse -array size is
therefore:

21 X 0

where I is the number of inputs and a
is the number of outputs . However,
for logic functions, not every input
combination is cruc ial; therefore, a
simpler and more compact approach
is to make both the OR and the AND
planes programmable .

Exp loring PLA's
IBM , using an architecture called

PLA (for Programmable Logic Ar
ray), was the first company to use a
device having both programmable OR
and programmable AND plan es . In the
earliest PLA 's , the array was metal-

__ programmed rather than fu se-pro
grammed . In other words , the device
was customized during the actu al chip
fabrication rather than by the chip
user, and was therefore used only by
manufacturers needing a large quan
tity of chips .

Signetics was the first company to
manufacture Fuse-Programmable
Logic Arrays" (FPLA's), which have
fu ses both in the OR and the AND
planes. The first commerciall y avail
able FPLA, the 82SlO0 (Fig . 3), was
introduced in 1977; it is a single-level
metal device havin g approximatel y
2, 000 fuses .

At the same time', a similar fusing
technique was also appliedto PROM
design, resulting in a rapid movement
from 256-bit to 2K-bit PROM 's.
Also , sing le-level meta l technology
was used , with polysilicon for the
lower interconnection level and metal
for the upper interconnection level .
As mentioned earlier, that technique
reduces chip cos t. In fact, to further
reduce ch ip cos t, some vendo rs now
use fuses made of polysil icon rather
than nichrome .

Because there is no full bin ary de
coding, each additional input added
to an FPLA structure does not double
the required number of fuses. Instead ,
the fuse array is increased in size by
an amount directl y proportional to the
number of vertical ch ann els (which
are call ed logic terms or product
terms). Note , however, that because
both non -inverted and inverted sig
nals are prov ided for each input, there
are two inputs into the fuse array for
each pin input.

Each product term added to an ar
ray allow s one additional set of AND
products to affec t an output co n-

di ti on . Therefore, in the 82S IOO,
there are 48 possible unique AND
products that can affect the output.
Since the AND-products can be co m
bined togeth er in the OR plan e, more
than 48 unique input co mbinations
can affect the output. Therefore , three
numbers are used when measuring the
size of an FPLA: ·the number of in
put s , the number of product terms,
and the number of outputs . Th ose
numbers are co mbined to form the
IPO number. To calculate the total
number of fuses , the number of inputs
is doubled (to provide noninverted
and inverted inputs to the array), add
ed to the number of outputs, and mul
tiplied by the number of product
term s , or:

«2 x 1)+0) x P

For the 82S100, the IPa is 16:48:8 .
The total number of fuses is therefore
((16 x 2)+ 8) x 48 , or 1,920 . By
contrast, a PROM having 16 inputs
and 8 outputs, like the 82S100, would
require 216 X 8, or 52,488 fuses
more than 25 more .

The smaller size of the FPLA archi
tecture yields four advantages to the
logic designer: I) The array size is
smaller, which makes the devices less
expens ive to manufacture and there
fore less expensive to sell; 2) Th e
smaller number of fuses mak es pro
gramming faster ; 3) The redu ced ar
ray size makes the device s qui cker to
test ; 4) The smaller size of the array
makes it possible to make larger pro
grammable devices, which increases
their usefulness and power.

Add it iona l features
Arc hitec tural e nha nceme nts in

crease the fl exibility of the device
eve n fa rthe r. Th e Sign eti cs 82S 100
FPLA , for example, adds two addi 
tional programmable features to the
basic AND/OR plane .

First, the FPLA can be perma
nent ly set to give inverted or non in
ve r te d output s . To achi e ve th e
co mplementary output , the outputs of
the programmable OR plan e feed into
one input of an additional XOR ga te .
The other input to the XORgate can be
co nnected to gro und . If the gro unding
fuse is left intact, the XORgate inverts
the output from the OR plane . If the
fuse is blown , the input floats high ,
and the logic signal passes through
the ga te unaffected . Table 2 shows a
truth tab le for the complem entary
output feature .
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INPUTS MAIN FUSEARRAY OUTPUT MACROS
FIG. 5-PLA'S DON'T HAVEA PROGRAMMABLE OR plane at all; they have a programma
ble AND plane instead, making them the opposite of PROM's.
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Using an FPLA
It is easy to implement complex

logic functions in an FPLA. For ex
ample, the functions previously de
scribed for a PROM can also be
mapped into an FPLA 's architecture .
The connections required to do that
are shown in Fig. 4 .

The PAL
The revolut ion in program mable

logic was the 82S100 PAL (P rogram
mable Array Logic). PAL's were mar
keted by Mono lith ic Memories as a
simple alternative to standard parts
the emphasis being on simple . To that
end, they supplied an easy-to-use pro
gram ming lan gu age ca lled PAL
ASM, a FORTRAN IV program that
translates logic equations into a fuse
map suitable for use with a standard
PROM program mer. At about the
time that PAL's were released into the
marketplace , 512 X 4-bit (2048- bit)
PROM programmers were also inter
faced with IBM computers, making it
possible for designers to design , doc
ument , and program a simple PAL
within minutes . _

PALASM accep ts six distinct data
entries as input. First, the PAL part
number is entered so that the program
knows what sort of fuse map to make.
Second, the pattern number is en
tered, so that the generated file con
taining a fuse map can be named.
Third , the name of the device and the
author 's name is entered for archiving
(so when someone else looks at the
file, they know who made it and what
it's for). Fourth, a pin list is entered,
which contains the symbolic names
for the pins that are used in the equa
tions . The symbolic names can be
numbers , or signal names like (NIT ,

RESET, NMI, etc . Fifth, the actual equa
tions are entered. A field is left open
for the designer to enter notes about
the design .

PALASM removes the designer
from the world of fuse maps and ar
chitec tures . However, to use PAL's
mos t effic iently, it is important to
choose an architecture that maps on to
the type of logic you want to have .
Also, PALASM allows designers to
generate fuse maps (now often called
JEDEC map s) di rect ly. But some
times it is actua lly easier to type in a
fuse map than the equations. Indeed,
depend ing on the needed functions,
sometimes it is easier to draw a truth
table or a state diagram.

From the architec tural poin t of
view, PAL's are easier to use than
PLA 's because they don't have a pro
grammable OR plane at all: in its place
they have a progra mmable AND plane ;H
instead , making them the opposite of ~
PROM 's. However, as we' ll see very ~
short ly, additional architectural fea- ~
tures make PAL's just as flexible to use
as FPLD's. As shown in Fig. 5, a

OUT,

OUTo

Four fuse columns were necessary
for a PROM , but note from Fig. 4 that
the FPLA arch itecture and comple
mentary output pe rm its only two
product terms to be used for the three
funct ions , freeing the other inputs,
outputs, and product terms for other
logic operations.

Logic minimization
In Fig . 4, it is relatively easy to

work out the co nnec tions to use .
However , as logic co mplex ity in
creases, it becomes more difficult to
work out whi ch fuse co mbinations
use the product terms most efficiently.
When large numbers of logic signals
interact, the product-term columns
can be tied to different combinations

- of- inputs , and.on-ed together in re
spectively different ways to generate
the same functions . Finding the op
timal fuse map through logic mini
mization (the act of reducing logic
equations to their most basic form)
has two advantages : I) The danger of
running out of product terms is mini
mized ; 2) The number of unblown
fuses is minimized , which increases
the speed and reliabili ty of the device .

About the time when new software
tools were developed to optimize fuse
maps , a new development brou ght
about a revolution in programm able
logic philosophy.

o
1
1
o

Output
from Ie

TABLE 2

Output from array
inverting fuse

The second fea ture, three-sta ted
out put, is not programmabl e but
greatly improves the IC's usability. If
many fuses are left intact in the pro
gramma ble array, the increased load
ing s lows the device 's sw itc hi ng
speed. Conversely, if there is a prod
uct term with only one or two intact
fuses , the output switches much more

- quickly. As.array.size. increases.i the
differen ce in sw itching speed be
twee n the least- and mo st-l oad ed
gates can produce glitches in the IC 's
output. Erroneous logic states can he
avoided by disabl ing the outputs until
all the signals have settled .
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FIG. 6-THE COMMON PAL16R4 provides fuse-programmable three-stated outputs and
four flip-flops.

pending on how the fuses are blown,
the macro ca n be configured as an
output or as an input. If the output of
the AN D ga te is broken , but the feed
back path and the inp ut driver are left
intact, a signal can pass throu gh the
input driver and feedback path
however, the AND macro func tio n then
ca nnot be used at that location. On the
other hand , if the output of the AND

ga te is broken and the input driver is
taken out of the circuit, the AN D macro
func tions normally, and the AND gate
func tio n is available for multi-level
logic .

It should be obvious that there are a
large number of possible macro con
stru ctions for combinational logi c .
However, that is ju st the beginning.
Incorpor ating seq ue nt ia l logi c ele
ments in a PAL ope ns whole new di
men sion s of design . In Fig . 6 we see
the arc hi te c ture of t he commo n

WHILE PAL's won't really relegate other
technolgies to the scrap heap, they do of
fer the des igner another usable and useful
alternative.
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PAL's inputs feed directl y into the AND

matrix.
Figu re 5 also show s a new range of

functions , ca lled macros, at the out
put of the AND plane . In 1978 , pro
gra mmable log ic co mponents came
to differ not only in their IPO ratio s,
but also in thei r macros, so that pick
ing the best dev ice for a parti cular
application often hinged on choos ing
the one w ith the mac ros that inco rpo
rated the needed logi c functio ns for
tha t application .

In the top macro , the AND plane
feeds a sing le AND ga te wi th optiona l
fuse -programme d inversion . Th at is a
very simple macro; and because the
inputs to the array are all inverted , we
find that the output inver sion is not
needed at all .

The second macro down inco rpo-

rates a veri useful feature: the output
of the AND ga te is fed back into the
programmable AN D plane , permi tt ing
the output of the AN D function to be
used again in the array witho ut feed
ing the output back aro und to the out
side of the device into another input.
Using a macro 's outputs as inputs to
other mac ros allows the chip to con
ta in multi-level logic- whi ch is to

- say, the signa l can pass throu gh a se
ries of ga tes . By judiciou s man ipul a
t io n of th e lo gi c eq ua ti on s , it is
possible for an ingenious logic de
s igner to pu t j ust about any digit al
function in a PAL archi tec ture ; we
sha ll show yo u exactly how that 's
done in the next part of th is series.

In the bott om macro , the output
driver is repl aced by a bidirection al
dri ver cons isting of du al fuses. De-

PALI6R 4 , whic h provides fuse-pro
grammable three-stated outputs and
four flip-flops.

Th at's all we have room for thi s
month . In the next part of this series
we will start off by see ing how mac
rocells containing flip-flops ca n be
used for counter s, for complex pattern
gene rators, and even for state ma
chines .

After that , we wi ll also explore a
number of more recen t technologies ,
suc h as erasable and rep rogrammable
devices , univer sal programming sys
tems , and advanced programmab le
logi c arc hi tect ures ; and to demon 
strate the feasibi lity of the techn ology
being used , we wi ll show you how to
ac tua lly pro gram a programmable
logic device wi th commercia lly-avail
ab le software . R-E




